Guidelines for writing for The Astrological eMagazine

The Astrological eMagazine is one of the most trusted monthly astrology magazines. Here are some guidelines to submit your manuscripts (article or research) for publication in The Astrological eMagazine.

What to Write About?
Feature articles in The Astrological eMagazine generally cover a wide array of topics, including:

- Authoritative vedic astrology and vastu shastra lessons, tips and case studies — Jataka (predictive astrology), mundane astrology, muhurtha (electional astrology) and prasna (horary predictions)
- Forecast for the 12 moon signs on general matters, good and bad dates, health and domestic life, career, finance;
- New techniques in astrology and related fields of research

Submission Process and Checklist
Send your article in Microsoft Word Format to info@astrologicalmagazine.com. Further, note the following guidelines –

1. Manuscripts length should be between four to ten A4 pages, single-spaced (standard Word document in 12 pt Times New Roman).
2. Manuscripts should primarily be in English. Articles will be edited for length and appropriateness of content for readers.
3. Manuscripts should be edited for grammar and according to The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage and the Merriam Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary
4. Use endnotes at the end of the article, rather than footnotes, to credit sources. Include all relevant source information (e.g., author, publisher, title of book or article, magazine name, date/year of publication, country of publication).
5. Include a brief biography including along with a high-resolution head shot. Avoid including marketing information in the profile.
6. Include Charts both in South Indian and North Indian Formats

Review Process
Manuscripts submitted to The Astrological eMagazine are acknowledged by the staff upon receipt. Manuscripts are subject to review by two or more members of the editorial review team.

The review process generally takes two weeks depending on the length of the article, its complexity, and the topic’s relevance to upcoming themes. When the review process is complete, authors will be informed of the reviewers’ comments and recommendations.

Copyrights and Reprints
Each article published in The Astrological eMagazine becomes part of The Astrological eMagazine’s overall copyright. Accepted articles are usually published within one to three months of their acceptance. Published authors receive three copies of the issue. Additional copies may be received upon request. Some authors will receive an honorarium for their manuscript.